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Background
My photographic journey led me to the conclusion I really enjoyed shooting action / sports subjects. After
several false starts, I settled upon Nikon’s D500. A very good camera for what I was doing. But then it
happened! I heard the Siren’s Song: “Full frame, fast frame rate!” I wasn’t ready to spring for a D5. Too
expensive at the time. I started looking at the Z line just about to come out. Even pre-ordered one. Then
started thinking I didn’t want to switch to a new mount from the “F” lenses I had accumulated and cancelled the
pre-order. Lo and behold the FTZ adapter came about. That was all it took! The Z6 gave me what I was looking
for. A versatile full frame camera with a fast frame rate and moderately sized image files.
I find I shoot a lot of action / sports in low light settings. (High school gymnasiums, indoor arenas.) What works
in one doesn’t always work in another. Sometimes it can even vary based upon the sport and the configuration
of the gym. When I shoot in Reynolds Coliseum the lighting varies between basketball and gymnastics although
they are in the same place! So be ready to adapt.
However, the biggest disclaimer for these (and my variations) is IT DEPENDS! Treat these as a starting point and
tweak as needed for your application.

My Equipment
As we are talking about the Nikon Z6, here is what I use when I shoot.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Z6 body
24-70 f2.8 S lens
70-200 f2.8 S lens (Coming soon!)
FTZ Adapter used with Tamron 70-200 f2.8, Nikon 28-300 f3.5-5.6, Sigma 120-300 f2.8
Tripod/monopod: Only if shooting low light, static subjects
Flash: Seldom use. A big No-No in sports photography unless you can angle it up and it in no way
affects the participants. ALWAYS get permission first.
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My Variations for Sports
There are a number setting changes I have made for my taste in photography. Some I make based upon the
location and lighting, others I make with post processing in mind. Here are a few and why I have selected them

Battery Life
When I am out shooting, I want a charge to last as long as I am able. With a few little tweaks I can easily get
800+ images from a charge. Depending upon what I am photographing! When subjects are easily isolated, and
the camera doesn’t have to work as hard locating and maintaining focus. I can push that 800 or more number.
•

Airplane Mode - On

•

EVF – I set to prioritize viewfinder. NOTE: If you have not yet experienced it, you probably will down the
road. There is a little sensor at the top of the viewfinder / eye piece. If this gets dirty, your EVF will act as
if the camera is being held against your face. This usually manifests itself by blacking out the viewfinder.
It can be disconcerting, so periodically gently clean it!

•

Limit monitor mode selection – I check only the automatic and viewfinder option. This just for my
comfort. There were times I accidently hit the selection switch and ended up not noticing the change.
Would introduce a little bit of stress!

Recording/Frame Rate
I have recently changed this to be 12 bit to allow my frame rate to be closer to the 12 fps. I have not noticed any
differences in the quality for what I shoot. NOTE: I shoot in burst mode a lot of the time. That has the potential
to yield a LOT of images! It is not uncommon for me to leave an event with 800 images! I may switch back to 14
bit just for my sanity! Continuous Low I have set to 5 fps. You will find this setting in the Photo Shooting Menu
as NEF (RAW) recording.

Balancing Shutter Speed, Aperture and ISO Sensitivity
•

Shutter Speed – I like to freeze action, so I shoot as close to 1/1000 as possible. Some sports like
wrestling I can drop down to 1/250. Volleyball, basketball and gymnastics I try to keep it at that 1/1000
setting. Sometimes 1/800 if I am having challenges with the lights. In rare instances as low as 1/500. It
depends upon your subjects. For example, when I photograph Wake County Senior Games men’s and
women’s basketball I can usually do pretty good at 1/500. Shooting the Raleigh Firebirds men’s
basketball, I will miss a lot of images unless I take it to 1/1000.

•

Aperture – Scott Kelby and Dave Black summarize this as “Shoot what you paid for.” Makes sense but
the subtlety is when you try to isolate your subject, the shallower DOF makes everything else a bit
softer. Your subject stands out a bit more.

•

ISO - If I am outdoors, I might be able to get around the 100 ISO value. Especially if the subjects are
static and in good light. (Think Senior Games!) However, for most of my indoor shooting I start out with
the max value at 6400. I then begin taking test shots dropping the ISO, adjusting shutter speed and
exposure compensation.
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•

Auto ISO - As much as possible I try NOT to use auto ISO. In my experience I have found the camera to
be very good at adjusting. At times the exposure can vary from image to image in the same burst! If
you are tracking a subject as they move in the gym it is possible for the background and lighting to
change enough to alter the ISO! In post processing you may find yourself in a position where doing mass
lighting changes is a pain. Of course, you could use the AUTO or even AUTO SYNCH option in Lightroom.
When I do that, I find myself tweaking settings again! But if I do use auto ISO for indoor events, max is
in the 3200 – 6400 range and the min in the 400 – 800 range. Minimum shutter I will have about 1/250.
Again, I set the shutter speed manually, so it doesn’t really matter.

Focus Modes
This is something that can be challenging. A major factor is how much separation your subject is given. The
more bodies around them the trickier it will be. The other major factor is how erratic the subject’s movement
is!
•

Single Point – I would love to be able to utilize this. My efforts to date have been problematic due to
the issues just mentioned. Movement and others close by. The times I have tried it and it has worked
have yielded great results. But other times I successfully see fans in the stands in focus and not my
intended subject. I’ve had OK results in some gymnastics events where the athletes kind of freeze in
place for a moment. Hardly any luck in basketball unless I am taking a shot of someone shooting a free
throw.

•

Dynamic Area – this is generally the accepted norm for sports. I use when my subject’s movement is a
bit predictable or confined to a given area. For example, in gymnastics it is pretty easy to predict where
they will be moving. Volleyball is another one because basically they are moving from point to point, in
and out of position.

•

Wide area Small – as the movement becomes a bit more erratic, I switch to this. Basketball tends to fall
into this category.

•

Wide area Large – when I have hardly any idea where they are going, I try this one. And hope I get
lucky!
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Focus Tracking
This is another trial and error setting. If you have low probability of another person crossing in front of your
subject, the settings really don’t matter that much. However, if you have opponents or referees moving back
and forth, in and out of your shot, you should probably work with these a bit. Here are some of my thoughts
about focus tracking custom settings.
•

A3 – this setting controls how the camera reacts to something moving into and out of your view. You
would think you would not want the focus to be lost on your subject. In such a scenario a mid value of 3
or a high value of 5 to delay changing focus would be what you want. In my experience – MAYBE.
Sometimes my subject is moving quickly, and I just try to bring my camera up and catch them in focus.
Sometimes I get lucky and nail them. But trying to do so, especially when there are multiple bodies
moving around, I might lock on to the wrong player! In that case as I move my camera to catch my
desired subject, I want it to refocus quickly. In those scenarios, I want a quick response value of 1!
Think about what you’re shooting!

•

G4 – this is one of two settings found in the movie settings. It determines how fast something comes
into focus. I set this to a fast setting of +5 and to always apply it.

•

G5 – again found in the movie options, but I set this to 1 (high)

I really don’t know how much these affect stills, but it was a matter of discussion in the Nikonians Forums and
setting them to these values has had no ill effects on my shots.
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Focus Tips, Hints
There are a few things I have learned and would greatly encourage you to consider / adopt.
•

A4 – Auto Area AF face/eye assist. I depend upon fast focus response. Maybe this occurs fast enough
not to be an issue, but I turn it off. Due to the speed of my subjects I find it very difficult to be able to
put the focus area on their eyes. (Also why I don’t use spot focus!) Right or wrong, I try to focus upon
the upper chest. Most times the depth of field of the chest will be very close to the face. Again, I would
love to be able to focus upon the eyes first, but in a fast-moving game, I get what I can.

•

A7 - Back Button Focus – when I first heard of this, it was a bit of a novelty just coming into its own. I
find it almost mandatory to have for sports actions. It is so much easier to follow the action and then
trigger the shutter than attempting to hold the shutter release partially down while moving your
camera. Personally, I hold it down constantly while following my subject. From what I read, if you press
it once it behaves a bit like a focus lock. However, in what I shoot, I don’t want to take the chance of
losing focus on moving subjects. Set the value for this to AF-On only to get back button focus.

•

A12 – AF Assist Illuminator. This causes a little LED light to temporarily flash to assist with focusing.
That little light can be a distraction to athletes and I would STRONGLY suggest you turn it off BEFORE
being asked to!

•

AFC - Auto Focus Mode – I ALWAYS shoot in burst mode. Maybe some can nail it in single shot mode,
but for what I shoot there are too many variables. I am experimenting between High + at 12 fps (12 bit)
and 9 fps (14 bit), High around 5.5 fps and CL set at 1-5 fps. As I mentioned earlier the way I shoot it is
not uncommon to come home with 800 images. That can be a LOT to review and cull. I am seeing if I
can get the keepers I want at a lower frame rate so I don’t have so many to go through. Bottom line
though is I want shots I like. If that means I need 800 to get the ones I want, so be it!

•

Note: I even shoot at a low burst mode for group shots. It increases the chance you will catch
EVERYBODY with their eyes open in the pose you want!
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Miscellaneous
Color Space: I kept the default sRGB. No particular reason, it just was one less thing to mess with. Most of my
images are displayed on computer screens utilizing sRGB.
High ISO NR: I prefer to do my noise reduction in post processing and set this option to Off
JPG vs RAW vs Both - I normally shoot exclusively in RAW. However, I recently tried RAW + JPG Fine while
shooting men’s basketball. My thought was to isolate my “best” and work more on them and minimally on the
JPGs. I had marginal success due to lighting and a personal “quirk”. First the lighting was such I was shooting at
ISO 6400, f2.8, 1/800 shutter and +2 exposure compensation. The images were a bit noisier than what I like to
share but manageable in the Topaz AI Clear. But that quirk was the killer. I tend to hold my left arm in against
my body for support. BUT I discovered a lot of times my right arm juts out like a wing! This results in moderate
to severe tilting of the image! I decided if I am going to spend time adjusting lighting, cropping and fiddling with
noise, I might as well shoot RAW. Should I find myself in a different environment, I may try the RAW + JPG Fine
again. I am considering trying it when I shoot Wake County Senior Games. Let’s face it – most events (and
participants!) move at a slower pace!

Post Processing
A few words about post processing that will reveal my “secrets”.
Apps – I use Lightroom to do cataloging, basic light adjustments, cropping and MINIMAL noise adjustment. And
another round or two of culling! Ratings are applied. Almost all my images are RAW files. I can’t remember any
time I have worked with jpgs in the last few years. Once I am done in LR, I export them as JPG. From there if I
happen to like the way they came out, except for resizing and posting I am done. However, if I want to try and
reduce the noise, I run them through Topaz’ DeNoise. If I want to see about making them a bit sharper, I use
Topaz’ Clear product. I recent upgraded to Topaz DeNoise AI which also has the clear product built in so I can
make one pass with DeNoise and another with Clear. Recently, the Clear modifications have been best as they
retain more original detail while reducing noise. (Now you know my secrets!)
Photoshop – There is a lot of what I do above that can be done in Photoshop. I just have never taken the time to
learn the product. If you are comfortable with it, obviously work on your photos in it. There is nothing magical
about what I use. Go with what you know and paid for!
Culling – I learned to be vicious. The rule of thumb I use is “Two eyes and the ball” at the highest level. Then
variations. For basketball, the player’s hand on the ball and at least one foot off the ground. Now there are
some fun shots where I have caught the basketball on the floor, compressed to the point where it looks flat.
That is a fun shot, but not what I see as an eye catcher. Similar shots I look at and sometimes just a difference of
an inch or two determines which one I keep and which one I delete. In hockey you want to catch the puck as the
player is taking his shot or the goalie is making the save. Consider yourself fortunate if you catch the stick flexed
as the player hits the puck! In baseball/softball the gold shot is when the bat meets the ball. Game or Practice?
If I can’t tell whether the image is from in game action or warmups, I will probably delete it. I look to have an
opponent in the image somewhere to show it really was a game.
Watermarks – I make my images available to most organizations for the privilege of greater access. However, I
do like to see credit sent my way. I place a small watermark in one of the lower corners that identifies me as the
photographer.
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David Busch’s Setting Recommendations
These tables are taken from Dave Busch’s book Nikon Z6 Guide to Digital Photography (1st edition, May 2019). I
would strongly recommend investing in a copy of this book. I have only included his recommended settings.
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